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Let it RE:IN: integrating experimental
observations to predict pluripotency
network behaviour
Owen JL Rackham1 & Jose M Polo2,3,4

Our ability to reprogram cells and induce
transitions between states has fast
become a commonplace tool, but our
understanding of the underlying processes
and capacity to predict these is still rela-
tively rudimentary. A new article by Dunn
et al (2019) combines a computational
reasoning approach with experimental
observation to construct a network-level
understanding of the transcription factors
instructing acquisition of naïve pluripo-
tency during reprogramming.
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I t is not unusual for biologists to sketch

the interactions of genes or proteins in

their system of interest in order to

construct networks that describe the

phenomenon that they study. Furthermore,

from university lectures to graphical

abstracts we use these sketches to demon-

strate how we think the system works, often

by using up and down arrows to describe

dynamics. Increasingly, there are reposito-

ries or databases that we can mine to estab-

lish which interactions might occur in our

data [for instance, STRING (Szklarczyk et al,

2010), Reactome (Joshi-Tope et al, 2005)

and KEGG (Kanehisa, 2000)]. However,

these networks are constructed using pre-

existing knowledge; thus, they provide us

with a graphical summary of the history of

the nodes, but offer little insight into how

these interactions respond to changes and

shape complex behaviours. Although in the

last years these networks have been utilised

to make accurate predictions about how

networks can be controlled (e.g., Cahan

et al, 2014; D’Alessio et al, 2015; Rackham

et al, 2016), these purely static networks

cannot be directly probed to predict or con-

firm the dynamics of perturbations.

In this issue, Dunn et al (2019) tackle

this problem in an unconventional way by

applying their Reasoning Engine for Interac-

tion Networks (RE:IN) approach, introduced

earlier to establish a minimal regulatory

network architecture required for ESCs self-

renewal (Dunn et al, 2014; Yordanov et al,

2016) to paradigms of pluripotency induc-

tion. Rather than generating or drawing a

single network that describes the system of

interest, they constructed a constrained

abstract Boolean network (or cABN) which

reduces the set of all possible networks to

those that reliably reconstitute constraints

from experimental observations. In each of

these networks, nodes are allowed to be in a

high/low state and the dynamics of the

networks defined by a universal set of

update rules. These rules allowed Dunn et al

(2019) to initialise a network in one state

and then, by applying the update rules,

evolve into different states. To further use

this method to predict the effects of pertur-

bations on the networks (i.e. overexpressing

a gene), they performed a simulation that

requires each member of this set of

networks to agree in order to predict with

confidence. This is an important feature

since it allows the possibility that not all

processes/transformations will take the

same route but so long as the end result is the

same their system can take this into account.

Applying this method to the pluripotency

continuum, the authors set out to address the

important questions related to relative contri-

bution and dynamics of transcription factors

in maintenance versus acquisition of the

naı̈ve state (Fig 1A). Following the initial

construction of the naı̈ve state cABN based

on previous knowledge, the network is

refined iteratively after experimental valida-

tion of each question posed by the authors

(Fig 1B). Firstly, the cABN is used to predict

the likely outcome of some unseen experi-

ment. Secondly, upon completion of this

experiment, incorrect predictions can be

added as further constraints and the cABN

can be refined before it is used for the next

prediction, allowing them to further improve

the underlying model before answering the

next question as follows:

1 Is a common network sufficient to

govern both the naı̈ve state maintenance

and its induction from the primed state?

In order to address this question, the

authors defined a set of six constraints

based on what is known about resetting

of post-implantation primed epiblast

stem cells (EpiSCs) into the naı̈ve state

and tested whether these could be reca-

pitulated in the cABN. Dunn and collea-

gues found that the behaviour of each of

the known constraints could be captured
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by their naı̈ve state maintenance cABN

suggesting that the same network that

underpinned naı̈ve state maintenance

was also sufficient for the resetting of

primed cells to naı̈ve pluripotency.

2 Can transcription factors that increase

resetting efficiency be identified? Since

the dynamics are modelled in the cABN

by a synchronous update of each node,

i.e. all nodes are updated according to

the rules at once, it is possible to count

the number of updates that are required

to transition as a proxy for how efficient

the conditions are. Indeed, modelling the

effect of the overexpression of Klf2, a

known enhancer of resetting, resulted in

a reduced number of updates. Following

this, the authors then predicted the

effect of overexpression of each of the

other transcription factors for which the

effect on efficiency was not known,

predicting that all factors in the cABN

except Tbx3 and Sox2 would increase

efficiency. Of these ten predictions, seven

were correct. Notably, Sall4 overexpres-

sion, which was predicted to be the most

efficient resetting, was experimentally
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Figure 1. Integrating experimental observations to predict network behaviours active during acquisition of embryonic stem cell pluripotency.
(A) Data derived from expression profiling of pluripotency acquisition during epiblast stem cell (EpiSCs) resetting and somatic cell reprogramming are integrated. (B) Formal
verification of Boolean network dynamics is used in an iterative process to model predictions and identify factors facilitating reprogramming. These are experimentally
validated and considered in additional constraints to refine the network. (C) A common gene regulatory program describes naïve state maintenance and resetting and is
informative about both transcription factor activation sequence and potency.
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the least efficient. However, the iterative

nature of their approach allowed them to

reconfigure the cABN accordingly to

correctly predict the remaining TFs,

which is as mentioned above one of the

advantages of this method.

3 Is it possible to discriminate essential

from non-essential transcription factors

as well as synergistic combinations?

Having shown that they can find TFs

whose overexpression can increase reset-

ting efficiency, they also demonstrated

they could find factors whose knock-

down (KD) would ablate resetting, iden-

tifying them as required for naı̈ve state

activation. They predicted that Gbx2 and

Essrb were dispensable, whilst KD of

Oct4, Sall4, Sox2, Stat3 or Klf2 would

block resetting. Experimental validation

of these predictions found that the major-

ity were correct with the exception that

both Essrb and Tbx3 reduced but did not

abolish resetting. Also, it was found that

the presence of Klf2 but not Klf4 was

essential for resetting in these conditions.

4 Can the cABN predict the ordered

sequence of events involved in primed to

naı̈ve resetting? This is a unique feature

of this method, since it allowed the

authors to correctly predict how the dif-

ferent components of the network

dynamically evolve during resetting. The

cABN predicted that Stat3 and Tfcp2l1

would be first and Gbx2, Klf3 and Essrb

would be last. Using transcriptional

single-cell profiling, they showed that

these predictions were correct with the

exception that Klf2 was expressed very

early in resetting. One interesting obser-

vation was that Esrrb (predicted to be

expressed last) and Tcfp2l1 (predicted to

be expressed first) are both directed

targets of LIF/Stat2 and CH/Tcf3. This

was explained by the cABN since the

update rule for Esrrb required all of its

activators to be “on” before its own acti-

vation, whilst Tcfp2l1 only required one

of its activators to be on.

5 Finally, they asked if the same network

can be used to improve somatic cell

reprogramming? In other words, a bigger

jump. This was simulated by switching

all network components to the off state

with the exception of the four Yamanaka

factors. Following this, for each TF a

prediction was made about whether its

addition (i.e. it is set to always on) could

decrease the number of updates required

to reach the naı̈ve state. The system

correctly predicted that Nanog, Tbx3 and

Essrb would increase efficiency whilst

Sall4, Gbx2, Klf2 and Tfcp2l1 would have

no effect. The cABN also correctly

predicted that Tfcp2l1 and Sall4 would

be activated before Nanog and Esrrb.

Overall, these results have important

implications for both the biology of pluripo-

tency and cell fate dynamics as well as for

computational biology in general; in the first

case, as described, the results underpinned

the different roles of key transcription

factors in naı̈ve and primed pluripotency.

The authors also showed that the network

that underpins naı̈ve state maintenance is

also instructive in understanding prime state

resetting and somatic reprogramming

(Fig 1C). In many ways, this has been the

case for several predictive algorithms

(Cahan et al, 2014; D’Alessio et al, 2015;

Rackham et al, 2016), where establishment

and maintenance of a particular state are not

separated; herein, the authors were able to

formalise better this assumption. However,

the requirement of creating a cABN only

seems to allow for a small number of previ-

ously known factors restricting the range of

possible questions and predictions. There-

fore, it remains to be seen how such an

approach will scale up to more biologically

realistic networks made of several dozens of

regulators, including those which previously

have not been studied. On this note, it will

be exciting to see the impact of applying this

approach to other cell types and biological

systems. However, as commented previ-

ously, despite this limitation on the size of

the network, the computational approach

implemented by the authors is unique as it

can successfully capture the behaviour and

dynamics of this network and iteratively

improve this by the inclusion of new experi-

mental results. Intriguingly, the resulting

model not only describes the system as it

was measured at some point in the past but

also allows for the biologists to perturb it in

silico to get a glimpse of the future of the

network. In turn, this will allow researchers

to investigate novel behaviours, discover

new biology or optimise existing protocols

whilst taking into account the underlying

complex network of interactions, something

which is not always easy and certain when

sketching networks on a whiteboard (Fig 1).
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